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        Pleasurable Experience of Bathing with BETTE 
 

Steel / Enamel Baths and Trays 
Bette steel/enamel baths and trays are manufactured exclusively from the naturally based raw 

materials of steel, real glass and water that are available on our planet in almost inexhaustible 

quantities. Steel/enamel baths and trays are therefore 100% recyclable. Ultra-modern 

production processes enable the steel/enamel material to be transformed into an extremely 

durable, robust, long-lasting and recyclable product whose surface can only be destroyed by 

brute force.  

 

     
  

Since the Bette company was founded in Delbrück in 1952, several million baths have left the 

steel/enamel bath manufacturers' factory.   

 Presently more than 50,000 baths and showers are produced each month in the modern 

factory. Around 45 percent are exported, primarily to European countries, but also to 

Southeast Asia. Bette is a specialist for steel/enamel. With shaping and enamelling techniques 

exclusive to the company, around 500 different models are produced by about 270 

employees; 1000 colours can be chosen from. 

 

Bette specialises in the production of steel/enamel baths and shower trays. 

A modern and individually controlled Bette production process enables 

the manufacture of practically any shape and colour of bath or tray. The 

length, width and depth of almost every Bette bath can be altered to fit in 

with the planning considerations of individual bathroom designs.. Bette's 

unique product range variety, accommodating a very wide range of tastes 

and requirements, is very appealing. 
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Bette offers the right solution for all situations. The current range consists of over 500 baths 

and shower trays. Oval, circular, corner, large, small, built- or freestanding - we have the 

answer. 

 

The Bette comes with Long service life - 30 year guarantee, Extremely sturdy thanks to the 

use of titanium steel, High impact strength and tough, Much more durable than iron, 

marble or plastic, Skin friendly and no loss of warmth through the material, Colour stable 

and non-fading even when subjected to UV rays, Resistant even to aggressive fluids and 

scouring agents, Inorganic surface is not a breeding ground for bacteria 

 

Safety in the bathroom 
So that you stand on steady legs: a special quartzsand mix can be permanently fired onto the 

enamel surface of all baths and shower trays; this prevents slipping on the one hand, yet on 

the other does not diminish the pleasant quality of the texture of the surface. 

  

   

BETTE WHIRLSYSTEMS 

Whirl baths from Bette make a real contribution to your personal well-being. Bubbling water 

ensures pleasant relaxation or gets you fit for everyday life! That is a particular luxury, to 

which you should also treat yourself 

 

  

Beauty begins on the surface with 

BETTEGLAZE®   
The BETTEGLAZE® enamel technology was developed by 

Bette in conjunction with Bayer AG and ensures superior 

colour brilliance as well as a visually smooth and easy-care 

surface. The BETTEGLAZE® PLUS coating thus provides 

long-lasting protection against dirt and limescale deposits.  
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